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Two main families of optimization algorithms are established: the first, stochastic global
optimization, is purely explorative but shows deceptive convergence rates for high-dimensional
problems; the second, Gradient-based method, converges much faster but is rather ex-
ploitative. Stochastic methods need, indeed, metamodels such as Kriging to have a better
convergence. Those metamodels can profit from gradients to predict more accurately
global optima. Gradient-enhanced Kriging (GeK) requires indeed fewer samples to reach
similar accuracy levels than ordinary kriging. Recalling that samples are time-consuming
simulations (e.g. CFD, FEM ..), the reduction of the number of samples is highly benefi-
cial.

It has been however repeatedly reported that the GeK becomes too time-consuming for
high-dimensional problems [1]. To solve this issue, we propose a GPU implementation
of the GeK using cuSolver and cuBlas libraries achieving a speedup of 5x- to 10x. An
adjoint solver is used to provide the gradients of the objective function wrt the design
variables. These derivatives are forwarded along with the CFD design evaluation to the
Gradient-enhanced surrogate. As a sampling refinement criteria, the surrogate uses the
weighed Expected Improvement which is tuned initially toward exploration and gradually
favors more exploitation.

This work compares the performance under similar computational budget of the gradient-
based optimization using adjoint solver and the metamodel-assisted Differential Evolution
method using Gradient-Enhanced Kriging. The test case is the inlet guide vane LS89
which has been previously optimized with pure GBM [2] and hybrid methods [3]. Pre-
liminary results suggest that the GeK has a comparable performance with some hybrid
methods while outperforming GBM on the proposed testcase
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